AMENDMENT # 3

DATE: November 24, 2009

TO: All Bidders of Record

FROM: David Martinez, Senior Buyer

SUBJECT: Amendment #3 to T-2772 “CNM’s Westside Phase I Data Center”

This amendment becomes part of the Contract Documents and modifies the original bidding documents as noted below:

**Question #1:** What type and color of CMU is to be used on screen walls? The block on the existing screen walls are a Red Burnished Block. The masonry specs call out a Fluted Split Face but does not specify plain or colored.

**Answer:** Fluted Split Faced Concrete block, Color to be selected by the Client.

**Question #2:** In looking at the CNM Westside Campus Data Center Bid. The finish schedule calls for Carpet tile and Resilient Base. There is no spec for the carpet tile. Is the Carpet tile part of the Bid, or just the Base? Please advise.

**Answer:** Carpet tile is covered in the specification SECTION 096900 – ACCESS FLOORING – PART 2, PRODUCTS, Section ‘G’. Carpet tile: Shaw Tile, 2’ x 2’, modular carpets, Fragments Collection, pattern loop, style – Slice EW24, #59372, color – Sleek Taupe.

**Question #3:** Sheet S2.1 keynote #1 states 1.5 type B 20 GA metal roof. Spec. section 053120-2 2.01 C. Table states gauge 18. Please clarify.

**Answer:** The 20 gage Metal Deck on the plans is correct.
**Question #4:** Spec. Section 312300-5 3.09 A. states vapor barrier specified in section 071119. That section is does not exist. Please clarify.

**Answer:** The vapor barrier/retarder is identified in specification section 072100 item 2.2

**Question #5:** Spec. section page 00100-10 1.11 states completion to be 280 days but Spec. Section page 00100-15 1.44 states 360 days. Please clarify.

**Answer:** 280 Days.

All other specifications, terms and conditions remain unchanged. Bidders are required to acknowledge receipt of this Amendment in the space provided on Section 00200-1.